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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter summarizes the research findings covered in the preceding 

chapter and offers some recommendations for teacher, students, and further 

researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

 

The goal of this research is to discover the purpose of using Google Form 

by the teacher and investigating the teachers of SMP Muhmmadiyah 3 Medan use 

Google Form in teaching reading descriptive text to grade 7 students in the first 

semester of 2021/2022 academic year. 

1. The researcher found out that the purposes of use Google Form were : 

From the first subject , the use of the Google Form helps students to save more 

time in doing quiz questions and saves paper so that it can be said that by making 

this Google Form it can make learning easier and more practical in doing it. And 

same as from second subject to save more time in doing quiz questions, to 

saves paper, to can make learning process easier and more practical, to 

get the mark quickly, the marks given by the teachers objectively and 

already automatic. 

2. The first teacher followed nine steps, namely : open a Gmail account , 

describe the purpose of the questionnaire , opening the purple icon, 

making the title form in the formless title, choose the option for question 

,lock the question, edit and format, send question, the result of students 

worksheet form’s google form. Google Classroom, and the last is the 

result of students worksheet form’s Google Form. She didn‟t follow 

exactly the steps suggested by Naili Rohmah ( 2018 ). Differently the 
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researcher found out that the second teacher. The second teacher followed 

eight steps, the steps are (open a Gmail account, choose the answer option 

to the right of the question, turn on the option” must be filed “if the 

question must be filled , choose a question options in the Google Form, 

give the score in the form , type the title of the questionnaire in the 

formless title, send questions into the classroom, and the last step is open 

the spreadsheet to know the result of students worksheet in the Google 

Form). 

B. Suggestion 

 

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher wants to provide 

suggestions that are expected to be carried out as well as input for related parties 

related to learning at school, so as a follow-up this study is suggested as follows. 

1. Teachers 

 

For teachers, suggested to be brave enough to use google from when teaching 

English particulary reading and enjoyable to use. 

2. Students 

 

For students, to be more active and passionate in the school's learning, which is 

done via learning. 

3. Further Researcher 

 

For further researchers, also suggested that for the researchers carried out other 

researchers related to e- learning activity in teaching other language skills. 


